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⇜Key Stage 3

Year 10
Autumn
Explore the properties of 2D & 3D shapes. Construct
triangles, perpendiculars, bisect angles and solve loci
problems. Use the properties of shapes and angle
facts to solve geometric problems.
Exploring the applications of the 4 operators with
positives, negatives, decimals and fractions.
Investigate the properties of numbers with factors,
multiplies, primes, powers and roots. Calculate with
and interpret standard form and bounds.

Core
Knowledge

Review algebra concepts; expand and simplify
expressions, rearrange formula, substitute into and
solve equations. Use negative numbers within algebra
and apply the four operators to algebraic fractions.
Generate sequences, explore well known sequences
and find the nth term of linear and quadratic
sequences.
Carry out and describe transformations; rotations,
reflections, translations and enlargements.
Convert between and work with fractions, decimals
and percentages. Percentage work to include reverse
% and compound interest. Work with recurring
decimals.
Balancing linear equations, working with quadratics,
graphing linear problems. Introduction to functions.

Concepts

Other Connections

Post Connections

Vocabulary

Assessment

Units:
Properties of Shape
Calculating
Expressions
Sequences
Mathematical Movement
Exploring fractions, decimals and percentages
Equations

Spring

Year 11

Key Stage 5 ⇝

Summer

Summer

Autumn

Spring

Apply the product rule, use set notation with Venn diagrams.
Use Venn diagrams and two way tables to calculate
theoretical probabilities. Calculate and interpret conditional
probabilities.

Use and apply Pythagoras’ theorem to find missing lengths
in 3D figures. Use trigonometry to find the angle between a
line and a plane and solve problems involving missing
lengths and angle in 3D. Use and apply the sine and
cosine rule and calculate the area of non right angle
triangles.

Solve quadratic inequalities. Solve simultaneous equations in two
variables by substitution and elimination.. Solve simultaneous
equations with one non linear equation, make connections between
equations and graphs and solve problems.

Work with ratio and solve proportion problems. Construct,
use and solve equations in direct and inverse
proportion.

Know and use surd notation, simplify surds and solve problems.
Multiply brackets with surds and simplify. Rationalise the denominator
of simple and more complex surd expressions.

Use and understand y = mx + c, rearrange formula and find
the equation of a line given a gradient and a coordinate or
two coordinates. Know and apply Pythagoras. Work with
perpendicular lines. Identify a circle from its graph and
equation and solve problems with tangents.

Solve quadratic equations by rearranging, factorising and
estimating from a graph thus making connections between
the equations and their graphs. Deduce quadratic roots
algebraically and solve problems that lead to solving
quadratics.

Recall formula, calculate volume and surface area. Use
Pythagoras in pyramids and cone problems. Solve problems
with solids. Understand the impact of enlargements on
area and volume. Solve problems with scale factors.

Label right angle triangles, recall and select the appropriate
trigonometric ratio to calculate missing lengths and angles.
Establish and recall the required exact trigonometry values.
Use trigonometry to solve problems with bearings.

Use the four inequality signs, solve inequalities and use set
notation, and plot graphs of linear functions. Graph
inequalities and determine regions. Solve inequalities in
2 variables, represent solutions using set notation.

Make use of a samples and quartiles to understand data.
Construct, interpret and compare box plots and cumulative
frequency curves. Apply the Petersen capture-recapture
method.

Interpret graphs and equations that describe direct and
inverse proportion. Solve problems with combining ratios.
Solve problems with density and speed. Solve complex
problems with ratio & percentage and compound
measures.

Solve simultaneous equations by elimination and
substitution using 2 variables with multiplication or division
on one or both equations required leading to fractional
coefficients. Derive, solve and interpret two
simultaneous equations. Understand and use the
iterative process.

Plot an exponential graph. Plot and use the key features
of the trigonometric graphs. Know the effects of
transformations on graphs and as such solve problems.

Use vector notation, add & subtract vectors, multiply by a
scalar and solve simple geometrical problems. Solve more
complicated geometrical problems with vectors.

Apply the concept of average rate of change and
instantaneous rate of change in numerical, algebraic
and graphical contexts and solve problems.

Units:
Probability
Solving Quadratics
Trigonometry
Statistics
Solving Simultaneous equations
Vectors

Units:
Pythagoras and Trigonometry
Proportional reasoning
Solving Quadratic equations 2
Similar shapes
Exponential and Trig graphs
Rates of change (H)

Units:
Quadratic sim equations and inequalities (H)
Histograms (H)
Surds (H)
Functions (H)
Circle Theorems (H)
Proof using vectors (H)

Fractions, decimal and percentages.
Transformations of graphs.
Plotting quadratic functions.
Collecting like terms.

Solving Quadratic equations 1.
Non linear graphs.

Solving Quadratic equations.
Powers and roots.
Angle facts.

Plot non linear functions, solve problems with gradient and
find solutions from quadratic graphs. Recognise and plot
exponential graphs. Make use of non standard graphs
to solve problems with kinematics. Work with the
gradient and area under a curved graph. Root,
intercepts and turning points of quadratic functions.

Units:
Graphs 1
Calculating Space
Solving inequalities
Proportional Reasoning
Graphs 2

Rearrange equations involving fractions that lead to
quadratic equations. Use and apply the quadratic formula.
Complete the square for a quadratic equation and solve.
Deduce the turning point and roots of a quadratic
function. Solve problems involving quadratic equations.
Derive the iterative formula to approximate the solution
of an equation.
Carry out enlargements from a centre with positive and
fractional scale factor. Find the centre of enlargement and
scale factor of an enlargement.. Carry out and find an
enlargement with a negative scale factor.

Understand, construct and interpret histograms.

Understand the meaning of a function, use the notation and problems
for composite functions. Find and solve problems with inverse
functions.
Calculate angles around a point, between parallel lines and in polygons.
Use these facts to solve multi step problem and geometrical proofs. Recall,
use, apply and prove standard circle theorems to solve geometrical
problems.
Create and present proof with vectors. Make deductions about
situation involving vectors that are multiples of other vectors,
expressed using ratios and that have parallel lines.

Geometry and construction are used in the Art
curriculum. Construction techniques may be used
in Design & Technology.
Standard form is used within Science.
Tessellations and transformations used in ART
and Technology

Sequences and patterns.
Calculating with perimeter and area.
Balancing equations.
Plotting straight line graphs.
Calculating with ratios.
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CAD technical drawing.
Best buy problems in every day life.

Sales and Marketing, Economics, Business,
Psychology, Science and Medicine, Engineering.

You use probability in daily life to make decisions
when you don't know for sure what the outcome
will be. Trigonometry is used in Oceanography
and has applications in satellite systems.

In architecture similar triangles are used to
represent doors and how far they swing open.
Also when you use shadows that make triangles
to find the height of an object

Surds are used in real life to make sure that important calculations
are precise, for example by engineers building bridges.

Compasses, Arc, Line segment, Perpendicular, Bisect,
Perpendicular, bisector, Locus, Loci, Plan, Elevation. Power,
Root, Index, Indices, Standard form, Inequality, Truncate,
Round, Minimum bound, Maximum bound, Interval, Decimal
place, Significant figure, Limit. Term, nth term, Generate,
Quadratic, First (second), difference, Geometric
Progression, Perpendicular, bisector, Scale Factor, Similar,
Congruent, Invariance, Transformation, Rotation, Reflection,
Translation, Enlargement. Fraction, Mixed number,
Top-heavy fraction, Percentage change, percentage
increase, percentage increase, Compound interest, Simple
interest, Terminating decimal, Recurring decimal,
(Exponential) growth, decay. Equivalent, Equation,
Expression, Expand, Linear, Quadratic, Algebraic Fraction,
Difference of two squares, Binomial, Factorise. (Linear)
equation, Variable, Manipulate, Solve, Solution, Integer.

Function, equation, Linear, non-linear, Parallel,
Perpendicular, Gradient, y-intercept, x-intercept, root,
Sketch, plot, Centre (of a circle), Radius, Tangent.
(Composite) solid, Sphere, Pyramid, Cone,
Perpendicular (height), (slant height), Surface area,
Volume, Congruent, congruence, Similarity, similar
shapes, similar figures, Enlarge, enlargement, Scale
factor. Linear inequality, Variable, Manipulate, Solve,
Solution set, Integer, Set notation, Region. Direct
proportion, Inverse proportion, Multiplier. Function,
equation, Linear, non-linear, Quadratic, cubic,
reciprocal, exponential, Parabola, Asymptote,
Gradient, y-intercept, x-intercept, root, Rate of
change, Sketch, plot, Kinematic, Speed, distance,
time, Acceleration, deceleration.

Outcome, equally likely outcomes, Event, independent
event, dependent event, Tree diagrams, Theoretical
probability, experimental probability, Random, Bias,
unbiased, fair, Enumerate, Set, Conditional probability, Venn
diagram. (Quadratic) equation, Factorise, Rearrange,
Variable, Unknown, Manipulate, Solve, Deduce,
x-intercept, Root. Similar, Opposite, Adjacent, Hypotenuse,
Trigonometry, Function, Ratio, Sine, Cosine, Tangent, Angle
of elevation, angle of depression. Categorical data, Discrete
data, Continuous data, Grouped data, Axis, axes,
Population, Sample, Cumulative frequency, Box plot,
box-and-whisker diagram, Central tendency, Mean, median,
mode, Spread, dispersion, consistency, Range, Interquartile
range, Skewness. Unknown, Solve, Solution set, Interval,
Decimal search, Iteration, Simultaneous equations,
Substitution, Elimination. Vector, Scalar, Constant,
Magnitude.

Diagonal (Face Diagonal, Space Diagonal), Plane,
Opposite, Adjacent, Hypotenuse, Trigonometry, Sine,
Cosine, Tangent, Angle of elevation, angle of
depression. Direct, proportion, Inverse proportion,
Multiplier. (Quadratic) Equation, Factorise, Rearrange,
Complete the square, Unknown, Manipulate,
Maximum, minimum, Parabola, Recurrence relation,
Interval bisection. Scale Factor, Similar,
Transformation, Enlargement. Exponential, Function,
equation, Linear, non-linear, Quadratic, cubic,
reciprocal, exponential, Parabola, Asymptote,
Maximum, minimum, period, Gradient, y-intercept,
x-intercept, root, Sketch, plot, Arguments. Function,
Complete the square, Deduce, Root, Turning point,
minimum, maximum, Rate of change, Chord, Tangent,
Average rate of change, Instantaneous rate of
change.

Unknown, (Quadratic) inequality, Variable, Manipulate, Solve, Solution set,
Simultaneous equations, Substitution, Elimination. Continuous data,
Grouped data, Table, Frequency table, Frequency, Frequency density,
Histogram, Scale, Graph, Axis, axes. Power, Root, Index, Indices, Surd,
Simplify, Rationalise. Mapping, Function, Inverse function, Composite
function. Radius, radii, Tangent, Chord, Theorem, Conjecture, Derive,
Prove, proof, Counterexample. Vector, Scalar, Constant, Magnitude,
Collinear.

Quests - Properties of Shapes, Calculating,
Expressions, Sequences, Mathematical movement,
Exploring fractions, decimals and percentages,
Equations
End of term - GCSE Paper 1&2

Quests - Graphs 1, Calculating space, Solving
inequalities, Proportional reasoning, Probability
Year 10 Mock - GCSE full set

Quests - Solving quadratics, Graphs 2, Trigonometry,
Statistics, Solving simultaneous equations, Vectors
End of Year - GCSE Full set

Quests - Pythagoras and Trigonometry, Proportional
reasoning, Solving quadratic equations 2, Similar
shapes, Exponential and trigonometric graphs, Rates
of change (H)
Year 11 Mock - GCSE full set

Quests - Higher only - Quadratic simultaneous equations, Histograms,
Surds, Functions, Circle theorems, Proof using vectors
Year 11 Mock 2 - GCSE full set

Mathematics

Excellence; for each, for all

Students will review and
consolidate prior learning by
following a personalised revision
programme created by their
teacher. They will undertake
exam practice to prepare them
fully for their upcoming GCSE.
Paper 1 – 25th May 2021
Paper 2 – 8th June 2021
Paper 3 – 15th June 2021
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Year 11 Mock 3 - GCSE full set

⇜Key Stage 4

Year 12
Autumn

Spring

Summer

Autumn

Year 13

University ^
Employment ⇝

Spring

Summer

Further Mathematical
Qualifications/degrees in:
Mathematics
Statistics
Experimental physics
Theoretical physics
Astrophysics
Engineering
Aeronautical engineering
Civil engineering
Architecture
Economics
Financial Mathematics
Computer science
Software design
Chemistry
Biochemistry
Actuarial science
Accounting
Geology

Core
Knowledge

Concepts

Post Connections
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Top Maths Universities
Cambridge
Oxford
York
Manchester
Bath
Kings
Southampton
Durham
St Andrews
Imperial
UCLA (USA)
Princeton (USA)
Harvard (USA)
Cal Tech (USA)
MIT (USA)
Careers in Maths
Accountant, astronomer, actuarial
analyst, quantitative analyst,
astronaut, aerospace engineering,
CAD designer, meteorologist,
theoretical physicist, cryptography,
statistician, data manager, stock
broker, stock trader, Lecturer, Civil
engineer, surveyor, RAF pilot, airline
pilot, MI5 and MI6, game designer,
software development, architect,
mathematical research, author,
professor.

Vocabulary

Assessment

Mathematics

Excellence; for each, for all

⇜Key Stage 3

Year 10
Autumn

Core
Knowledge

Concepts

Foundation
Use Correct terminology to
describe different types of data
and know the difference between
them
Know how to group rounded and
unrounded data into class
intervals or categories and the
advantages and disadvantages of
doing so.
Understand population, sample
and sample frame, and identify
these for a given set of data
Know and be able to describe
different methods of random and
non-random sampling, including
the advantages of each.
Select a sample stratified by one
category
Know the key features to
consider when planning
interviews and questionnaires.
Write and identify suitable
questions for investigations.
Write a hypothesis and decide on
suitable data to collect and test it.
Design a data collection sheet,
and collect data from different
sources.
Know the advantages of using a
pilot study
Know Possible constraints on an
investigation and how to deal with
difficulties such as non-response.
Know potential problems with
collected data and how to deal
with them.
Know how and why to clean data.
Identify and control extraneous
variables.
Higher
Use the Pearson
capture-recapture formula to
estimate the size of a population
and know the assumptions made
when using the method
Select a sample stratified by one
category and by more than one
category
Use the random response
method to sensitive questions.
Understand and know when to
use control groups.

Foundation
Select the appropriate
representation to use
Decide whether to group data
into class intervals.
Recognise well presented and
poorly presented data.
Construct draw and understand
Two-way tables
tally charts
pictograms
Bar charts
vertical line graphs
Stem and leaf diagrams
Pie charts
population pyramids
Choropleth maps
Cumulative frequency graphs
Histograms
Frequency polygons

Data is crucial to the way our
lives work - From communicating
with friends to how we develop
and trial new medicines.
Statistics is all about using data
to find answers to questions.
Without data, there would be no
statistics. The first step in any
statistical investigation is to pose
the question. What are we trying
to find out and what data will help
you find the answer?

It often isn’t possible to spot
patterns just by looking at raw
data, especially larger sets.
Careful processing of data can
remove errors and appropriate
representation can make the
spotting of patterns easier,
supporting the drawing of
appropriate conclusions. The
correct selection of charts or
diagrams will also make the data
more accessible to a wider
audience.

➤

Statistics

Higher
Construct draw and understand
Comparative pie charts
Histograms with unequal class
widths

Year 11

Spring

Summer

Autumn

Spring

Foundation
Calculate
The mean, mode, median (including by interpolation) and range for a
list of numbers, and discrete and/or continuous data listed in a table.
The minimum, lower quartile, median, upper quartile and maximum
value of a list of numbers
The interquartile range and the percentiles of a set of data.
Understand the advantages and disadvantages of each of the three
measures of central tendency, and which is appropriate to use in
different situations.
Understand the effect of transformations on the mean, mode and
median.
Construct, use and interpret box plots from summary statistics and
cumulative frequency graphs.
Identify and interpret outliers by inspection and show them on box
plots.
Use box plots as a method to compare sets of data for dispersion,
measures of central tendency and skewness.
Given the median and interquartile range, make comparisons
between different data samples to compare the sample and
population data.
Identify simple properties of the shape of distributions of data
including symmetry, positive and negative skew.
Higher
Calculate estimates of the median and mean from grouped data with
unequal class widths and histograms.
Calculate a geometric mean from a set of data
Calculate a weighted mean from a set of data
Calculate the interpercentile and interdecile range
Calculate the standard deviation of a set of discrete data.
Calculate and estimate for the standard deviation of a set of grouped
data.
Identify outliers by calculation.
Determines skewness by calculation.

Foundation
Draw a scatter graph
Describe and make comparisons
of correlations
Positive, negative or zero
Strong or weak
Understand what is meant by a
causal relationship and that
correlation does not imply
causation
Draw a line of best fit by eye and
by drawing through the mean
point.
Use a line of best fit to make
predictions within and outside
the data range.
Understand and comment on the
reliability of values found through
interpolation and extrapolation.
Interpret Spearman’s rank
coefficient.
Higher
Find the equation of a line of
best fit
Draw a regression line on a
scatter, given the equation
Interpret the value of the gradient
of a regression line.
Calculate Spearman’s rank
correlation coefficient.
Interpret Pearsons’s
product-moment correlation
coefficient.
Understand the distinction
between Spearman's rank
correlation coefficient and
Pearson’s product-moment
coefficient.

Foundation
Draw and interpret line graphs
and time series.
Draw trend lines on a time series
graph and use inspection to
identify trends.
Know that a trend line shows the
general trend of data.
Interpret rising, falling and level
trends on a time series graph.
Identify seasonal variation on a
time series graph.
Calculate the four point moving
average.
Draw a trend line through moving
averages by eye.
Higher
Calculate the estimated mean
seasonal variation
Know that the predicted value
=trend line + seasonal variation

Foundation
Understand the meaning of the
words impossible, certain, very
likely, likely, unlikely, possible
and evens.
Use fractions, decimals and
decimals and percentages to
represent probabilities.
Use probability values to
calculate expected frequencies
and compare them with actual
frequencies.
Use probability to assess risk.
Use sample space diagrams,
Venn diagrams and tree
diagrams to represent all the
different outcomes possible for
up to three events.
Understand the terms mutually
exclusive and exhaustive
Use the addition law P(A or B) =
P(A) + P(B) for two mutually
exclusive events
Understand what it means b for
two events to be independent
events.
Use the multiplication laws for
independent events.
Understand what it means for
two events to be conditional
Calculate conditional probability
using a tree diagram, two-way
table or venn diagram.
Use the formula for conditional
probability.
Know that for independent
events A and B, P(A) = P(A/B)
Higher
Use the general addition law of
events that are not mutually
exclusive

Higher
Know the conditions for a
Binomial distribution to be a
suitable model.
Understand the notation B(n.p)
Calculate probabilities using the
binomial distribution
Know the mean of a \binomial
distribution is np
Know the conditions for a normal
distribution to be a suitable
model.
Understand the notation (XX)
Know the shape of a normal
distribution curve and how this
occurs.
Know that 68% of data lies within
one standard deviation of the
mean, 95% of data lies within
two standard deviations of the
mean and 99.8% lies within three
standard deviations of the mean.
Draw normal distribution curves,
including two curves on the
same graph.
Use standardised scores to
compare two samples of data.
Understand the process of
quality assurance and why it is
necessary in the real world.
Calculate warning limits and
action limits for means
Draw warning limits and action
limits on a control chart for
means, medians or ranges.
Understand how warning limits
and action limits are used in the
manufacturing process.

Foundation
Calculate index numbers
Interpret index numbers,
including retail price index (RPI)
and consumer price index (CPI)
Interpret GDP values
Calculate the rate of change over
time, including crude birth and
death rates
Higher
Calculate standardised birth and
death rates
Calculate and interpret weighted
index numbers.
Calculate chain base index
numbers.

Why do people collect data? To draw conclusions. Analysing events
that have already happened can give you a good idea of what may
happen in the future. For example, a government agency can predict
the likelihood of criminal activity in a particular area by analysing the
frequency of previous crimes, assisting in the allocation of resources.
Analysing and summarising data can help you see the bigger picture
and make decisions for the future.

If you walk or climb a mountain
you will find it gets colder as you
get higher. There is a
relationship or correlation
between the height above sea
level and the air temperature.
You can use Scatter diagrams
and measures of correlation to
investigate this relationship. To
investigate cause and effect and
predict values that have not
been measured

Statisticians often look at
patterns and behaviours over
time. To understand climate
change scientists look back at
evidence stretching back over a
long time period. Using evidence
from multiple sources they are
then able to estimate historical
temperature, identify long term
trends and make informed
predictions of the future.
The same process can use
shorter-term data to look at
fluctuations in seasonal events
and isolate and identify
longer-term trends where they
exist.

Do you know your chance of
winning a game of chance? Will
your train arrive on time? Will it
rain today?
Statisticians can predict what is
likely to happen in games and
other events using probability.
They also look at more serious
issues, such as predicting
potential health problems based
on genetics or the likely demand
for medical services in a
particular area of the country.

Factory managers know that if
machinery breaks down it can
cause major disruption. The
binomial distribution can help
them to calculate the chances of
breakdown and plan accordingly.
When you buy a packet of crisps
you expect them to contain the
correct weight. How can a
manufacturer make sure that
they are all correct without
weighing every single packet?
Instead, they use sampling and
control charts ti ensure that
production remains within
acceptable tolerances.

The population of every country
is constantly changing. Not just
in size but in age gender
ethnicity and geographic
distribution as well. The same is
true of the financial world, with
average incomes and cost of
living fluctuating all the time.
Statisticians use index numbers
and rates of change formulae to
make sense of our
ever-changing world.
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“There are three types of lies -- lies, damn lies, and
statistics.”― Benjamin Disraeli
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